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Abstract. Molecular biology experiments allow to obtain reliable data about the
expression of different classes of molecules involved in several cellular processes.
This information is mostly static and does not give much clue about the causal relationships (i.e., regulation) among the different molecules. A typical scenario is
the presence of a set of modulated mRNAs (up or down regulated) along with an
over expression of one or more small non-coding RNAs molecules like miRNAs.
To computationally identify the presence of transcriptional or post-transcriptional
regulatory modules between one or more miRNAs and a set of target modulated
genes, we propose a computational pipeline designed to integrate data from multiple online data repositories. The pipeline produces a set of three types of putative
regulatory motifs involving coding genes, intronic miRNAs, and transcription
factors. We used this pipeline to analyze the results of a set of expression experiments on a melanoma cell line that showed an over expression of miR-214 along
with the modulation of a set of 73 other genes. The results suggest the presence
of 27 putative regulatory modules involving miR-214, NFKB1, SREBPF2, miR33a and 9 out of the 73 miR-214 modulated genes (ALCAM, POSTN, TFAP2A,
ADAM9, NCAM1, SEMA3A, PVRL2, JAG1, EGFR1). As a preliminary experimental validation we focused on 9 out of the 27 identified regulatory modules
that involve miR-33a and SREBF2. The results confirm the importance of the
predictions obtained with the presented computational approach.
Keywords: microRNA, miR-214, melanomas, biological pathways, gene regulation, post-transcriptional regulation
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INTRODUCTION

Expression experiments on melanomas cell lines (as well as on tumor cell lines in general) often reveal an aberrant expression of coding and non-coding molecules, such
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as microRNAs (miRNAs). miRNAs are 20 to 24 nucleotides long non-coding RNAs
involved in the post-transcriptional down-regulation of protein-coding genes through
imperfect base pairing with their target mRNAs. The peculiar characteristic of miRNAs is their ability to simultaneously affect the expression of several genes. Consequently, miRNAs have been implicated as possible key factors in several diseases
[1,24,2,8,27]. Referring to melanomas, miRNAs such as let-7a/b, miR-23a/b, miR-148,
miR-155, miR-182, miR-200c, miR-211, miR214 and miR-221/222 have been found to
be differentially expressed in benign melanocytes versus melanoma cell lines or in benign melanocytic lesions versus melanomas in human samples. Targets of some of the
above listed miRNAs are well-known melanoma-associated genes, like the oncogene
NRAS, the microphthalmia-associated transcription factor (MITF), the receptor tyrosine
kinase c-KIT, and the AP-2 transcription factor (TFAP2). miR-214 is known to control
in vitro tumor cell movement and survival to anoikis, as well as in vivo malignant cell
extravasation from blood vessels and lung metastasis formation. [20] and [21] show
that miR-214, the product of an intron of the Dynamin-3 gene on human chromosome
1, coordinates melanoma metastasis formation by modulating the expression of over
70 different genes, including two activating protein transcription factors (TFAP2A and
TFAP2C) and the adhesion molecule ALCAM. The alteration in the expression level of
some of these genes leads to important downstream effects on a number of key processes such as apoptosis, proliferation, migration and invasion. The static information
about genes and miRNAs expression is very important but not sufficient to precisely understand the regulatory dynamics that cause the aberrant phenotype. A significant help
in this direction can be provided by Systems Biology approaches designed to integrate
the huge amount of biological data available online to infer possible regulatory motifs
involving the molecules of interest highlighted by microarray expression experiments.
In this work, we present a computational pipeline that allows biologists to identify the
presence of different classes of regulatory modules between a miRNA and a set of target genes of interest. We used the pipeline to analyze the possible relationships between
miR-214 and the set of 73 proteins found modulated in melanoma expression experiments.
The pipeline is designed to automatically verify the presence of three different
classes of regulatory modules, all characterized by an interplay between Transcription
Factors (TFs) and miRNAs. Several studies (such as [28,19,7,11]) suggested that this
type of interaction is particularly critical in cellular regulation during tumor genesis.
The regulatory motifs that are analyzed (see Figure 1) are:
1. Type-0 (direct interactions), where the miRNA directly down-regulates one of the
target proteins;
2. Type-1 (one-level indirect interactions), where the miRNA down-regulates a Transcription Factor, which eventually regulates one of the targets genes;
3. Type-2 (two-levels indirect interactions), where the miRNA targets a Transcription
Factor (TF). The TF is then regulating a gene, which hosts an intragenic miRNA
that acts as down-regulator of one of the target proteins.
Whereas detecting Type-0 and Type-1 interactions is a quite simple data integration
task, the identification of all the necessary evidence to infer the existence of Type-2
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Fig. 1: Three classes of regulatory modules involving miR-214 investigated in this paper: Type0 (direct interactions), Type-1 (one-level indirect interactions), and Type-2 (two-levels indirect
interactions)

interactions requires a more complex data integration process. Obviously, these three
motifs are not the only interactions that may be investigated. Deeper interactions could
be addresses, for example three-level integrations that involve two TFs before reaching a
target protein (miR-214 → TF1 → TF2 → Target Protein). At this stage these complex
interactions have not been considered due to the difficulty to experimentally validate
their existence.

2

Methods

The computational analysis to investigate the set of previously defined regulatory motifs (Figure 1) requires the successful integration of heterogeneous data sources. This
section describes, at first, the set of public repositories included in the flow and, eventually, the computational pipeline that integrates and elaborates these data sources to
search for the three classes of interactions.
2.1

Data sources

The following public repositories represent the main sources of information in our computational process:
– microRNA.org database [4] is used to search for miRNA target genes. MicroRNA.org
uses the miRanda algorithm [12] for target predictions. The algorithm computes optimal sequence complementarity between a miRNA and a mRNA using a weighted
dynamic programming algorithm. The overall database consists of 16,228,619 predicted miRNA target sites in 34,911 distinct 3’UTR from isoforms of 19,898 human
genes. Each prediction is associated to a prediction confidence score, the mirSVR
score. The mirSVR is a real number computed by a machine learning method for
ranking miRNA target sites by a down-regulation score [3]. The lower (negative) is
the score, the better is the prediction.
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microRNA.org provides data organized in four different packages: (1) Good mirSVR
score, Conserved miRNA, (2) Good mirSVR score, Non-conserved miRNA, (3)
Non-good mirSVR score, Conserved miRNA, (4) Non-good mirSVR score, Nonconserved miRNA. They include prediction clustered in terms of mirSVR score (if
considered good or not) and conservation (highly, low conserved). The computational pipeline includes a single databased, which unifies the four packages keeping
all source information intact (stored in a specific field). The mirSVR score information is still included and it is used in order to be able to refine queries by filtering
unreliable predictions out.
– Transcription Factor Encyclopedia (TFE) [25] and Targetmine [23,6] have been
used to identify genes TFs. TFE provides details of Transcription Factor binding
sites in close collaboration with Pazar, a public database of TFs and regulatory
sequence information. While TFE includes both Upstream and Downstream Transcription Factors, Targetmine contains only Upstream Transcription Factors. For
each gene, the database retrieves all upstream regulatory genes from the AMADEUS
[13,14] and ORegAnno compiled TF-Target gene sets. AMADEUS contains TF
and miRNA target sets in human, mouse, D. Melanogaster, and C. Elegans, collected from the literature. For each TF, it is reported its set of targets, given as a list
of Ensembl gene IDs.
– e-Utils programming utilities [18] and Mirbase.org [16,10] allow for retrieving
coordinates of precursor miRNAs and genes. miRBase is a searchable database of
miRNA sequences and annotations already published. About 94.5% of the available
mature miRNA sequences considered in this database have experimental evidence,
thus representing a reliable source of information. Each miRNA entry in miRBase
is annotated with the information on the location that is exploited to identify the
host genes.
2.2

Computational Pipeline

The full pipeline has been developed in PHP language and coupled with a MySQL
database, which mirrors an optimized subset of data coming from multiple online
repositories. To better explain its functioning, we will refer to an actual analysis that
we performed to search for miR-214 mediated interactions. Nevertheless, the same
analysis could be executed with any other miRNA and a set of target genes of interest. Figure 2 highlights the implemented computational pipeline. The modulator
miRNA is miR-214 and the list of target genes of interest is the set of 73 proteincoding genes reported in Table 1. Previous microarray experiments, [20], suggest
that the miR-214 modulates (directly or indirectly) these proteins. In Figure 2 these
genes are named ”Target Proteins”.
The computational pipeline is organized into four main data integrations steps,
which search for Type-0, Type-1 and Type-2 interactions.
Step 1 - detection of Type-0 interactions: Target genes that are directly regulated by
miR-214 represent the way Type-0 interactions manifest. microRNA.org provides
information on miR-214 direct targets. Thus, we queried microRNA.org database
to search for all direct targets predicted for miR-214. Due to the computational
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Fig. 2: The four steps pipeline to investigate the presence of transcriptional or post-transcriptional
regulatory pathways.

approach used by microRNA.org to predict miRNA targets, query results can be
affected by false positives. By restricting the query to ”Good mirSVR score, Conserved miRNA” and to the ”Good mirSVR score, Non-conserved miRNA” packages, a more reliable set of computed targets is represented, positively affecting all
investigation results. Once the set of computed targets is retrieved, we applied a
further filtering process according to the mirSVR score. In [3], the mirSVR score is
shown to be meaningful with a cut-off of at most -0.1, derived from the empirical
distribution of the extent of target down-regulation (measured as log-fold change)
that is expected given a mirSVR score. For scores closer to zero, according to [15],
the probability of meaningful down-regulation decreases while the number of predictions drastically increase. The final selection is done with mirSVR < -0.3 in
order to guarantee high reliable predictions.
Once the set of miR-214 targets is defined, the pipeline intersects the full list with
the set of 73 Target Proteins, in order to highlight the Type-0 interactions.
Step 2 - detection of Type-1 interactions: Step 2 starts from the full list of miR-214
targets already computed during Step 1. In fact, the Type-1 interactions require to
identify, among the miRNA targets, those that are also TFs for other genes.
The search is done for each miR-214 target both in Transcription Factor Encyclopedia (TFE) and TargetMine. The output is the subset of miR-214 targets that are
also TFs. For each of them, the related targets are extracted and added to a list of
TF Targets. The pipeline identifies all possible Type-1 interactions by intersecting
this list with the set of 73 targets.
For each TF-target interaction we also check if TFE stores the information about
its sign (either activation or inhibition). When available, this information is useful
to have a better insight about the behavior of the regulatory module. When the
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Table 1: List of 73 miR-214 modulated genes. In green and bold the set of proteins that result
linked to miR-214 in the discovered regulatory modules. The arrow indicates if the gene was up
regulated (up) or down regulated (down) in the microarray experiments; in red, proteins that do
not show any connection
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sign of the TF is positive (i.e., activation), an increase in the expression of the
miRNA is expected to lead to the down-regulation of its target. On the other side,
a negative sign (i.e., inhibition) will result in a correlated expression between the
miRNA and its target. If this prediction correlates with the actual expression of the
target genes, this information can provide an additional biological validation of the
detected motif.
Step 3 - Intragenic miRNAs enrichment: The last two steps of the proposed computational pipeline are used to identify Type-2 interactions, which represent the most
complex considered motif.
The previous list of TF Targets needs to be enriched in order to identify a set of candidate intragenic miRNAs. Intragenic miRNAs represent around 50% of the mammalian miRNAs. Most of these intragenic miRNAs are located within introns of
protein coding genes (miRNA host genes) and are referred to as intronic miRNAs,
whereas the remaining miRNAs are overlapping with exons of their host genes and
are thus called exonic miRNAs. Moreover, the majority of intragenic miRNAs are
sense strand located, while only a very small portion is anti-sense strand located.
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In this step we want to consider both intronic and exonic miRNAs, either sense
or anti-sense strand located. For each TF Target, its set of candidate intragenic
miRNAs are retrieved by querying the miRBase database. To be able to correctly
identify intragenic miRNAs of a given host gene, we use e-Utils to resolve the
genomic coordinates of the gene. The gene coordinates are the right input to query
the miRBase database for all miRNAs whose coordinates are embraced within the
ones of the gene. The enrichment feeds the last step to complete the detection of
Type-2 interactions.
Step 4 - detection of Type-2 interactions: So far, the miR-214 has been correlated
to all its targets annotated as TF (Step 2), and each of them with the intragenic
miRNAs (if any) of the gene they target (Step 3). At this point, with the full list
of possibly modulated Intragenic miRNAs, the pipeline searches microRNA.org to
obtain the list of their possible targets. By filtering this list and keeping only those
targets that correspond to any of the 73 gene of interest, the identification of the
possible Type-2 interactions is complete.
2.3

Data integration: strategy, bottlenecks, and optimizations

To efficiently design and reliably use the data produced by a pipeline of this type, it
is necessary to take into account a number of bottlenecks related to data integration
and data reliability.
Given the large amount of available databases and their lack of standardization
rules for data consistency and interoperability [9], the integration of information
coming from heterogeneous sources is often a hard and computationally expensive
task. To properly collect all necessary data, the pipeline needs to interrogate multiple databases; to integrate this data, it is necessary that records that refer to the
same item (gene, TF, miRNA) share a set of compatible fields that can be used to
link these data together. Field compatibility is based upon synonyms and accession numbers across the selected information sources. In this work we specifically
designed and populated a custom database to cope with this issue. The database
contains information from the databases listed in Section 2.1 enhanced with additional meta data. Such meta data are collections of accession numbers (i.e., Entrez
GeneID and approved common symbol) whose presence simplifies SQL join operations on queries, both reducing the execution time and avoiding either multiple or
ambiguous matches.
From a data reliability point of view, the type of analysis and data integration performed by this pipeline is obviously affected by the reliability of the source data
extracted by online repositories. In the presented pipeline there are two critical and
potential sources of unreliable or inconsistent data:
1. miRNA and TF targets;
2. TF regulatory action (enhancer, silencer).
In the case of miRNA and TF targets, it is well known how the different algorithms used to predict the potential targets can lead to very different results. In this
case a possible way to approach the problem is to define a policy to merge similar information coming from different sources (i.e. TF targets extracted from TFE
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and TargetMine, or miRNA targets extracted from different databases). In this scenario, the pipeline has to handle potential incoherencies between the data sources.
In the presented work, to handle TF targets we designed two user selectable policies: (i) intersection or (ii) union of data. In the first case, only targets present in
both databases are selected, whereas in the second case the union of the targets of
both databases is considered. Both policies offer drawbacks and advantages: while
intersecting data among sources seems to offer a more reliable dataset but possibly
a higher rate of false negatives, merging multiple sources results in a larger dataset
is able to provide a more investigative outcome but also a higher probability of false
positives. Although more keen to false-positives, the results presented in this work
are obtained using the ”union of data” policy in order to include in the analysis as
much information as possible. This choice is also justified by the high level of abstraction of the proposed work together with its aim to infer putative relations that
will have in any case to be biologically validated.
For what concerns miRNA targets, the presented pipeline uses, for now, a single
database (microRNA.org) and relies on a mirSVR score threshold to exclude target
predictions that are too unreliable. Nevertheless, also in this case an approach based
on data integration policies could be more reliable and give the user more flexibility.
In particular the availability of several different miRNA target prediction databases
could allow the implementation of a ”majority voting” policy, where a target is
considered reliable if it appears in at least k out of n databases, with k selectable by
the user.
Finally, concerning TF regulatory action, it is important to point out here that the
proposed computational analysis cannot always predict the sign of the resulting
differential expression (up or down regulation). In fact, following the Type-2 regulatory chain, if miR-214 is silenced the expression of the target protein is very likely
inhibited. If, instead, miR-214 is over expressed, the regulatory module ”removes”
the inhibition and allows the target gene expression to possibly change. The only
realistic way to experimentally verify the presence of the Type-2 regulatory module
is to correlate the over expression of miR-214 with the under expression of the cascade TF → gene → miRNA that follows miR-214 (see Figure 1). This is obviously
true unless the transcription factor acts as a repressor of its own target, which is
statistically unlikely to happen. The type of regulatory action of a TF on its target is
an information that is very difficult to find and the only database that offers it (Transcription Factor Encyclopedia) does so for a very limited set of TFs. Consequently,
for most motifs it is not possible to predict if its presence is or not compatible with
the actual modulation detected in the expression experiment.
2.4

Biological methods

Computational predictions have been validated against the following biological
setup.
Cell culture MA-2 cells were provided by R.O. Hynes [26] and maintained as
described in [20].
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Transient transfections of pre-miRs To obtain transient miR-214 over expression,
cells were plated in 6-well plates at 30-50% confluency and transfected 24h later
using RNAiFect (QIAGEN, Stanford, CA) reagent, according to manufacturers inTM
structions, with 75 nM Pre-miR miRNA Precursor Molecules-Negative Control
(a non-specific sequence) or Pre-miR-214.
RNA isolation and qRT-PCR for miRNA or mRNA detection Total RNA was
isolated from cells using TRIzol R Reagent (Invitrogen Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). qRT-PCRs for miR detection were performed with TaqMan R MicroRNA
Assays hsa-miR-33a assay ID 002306, U6 snRNA assay ID001973 (all from Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) on 10 ng total RNA according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For mRNA detection, 1 ug of DNAse-treated RNA (DNATM
TM
free kit, Ambion, Austin, TX) was retrotranscribed with RETROscript reagents
(Ambion, Austin, TX) and qRT-PCRs were carried out using SREBPF2 genespecific primers (FW:gccctggaagtgacagagag, RV: tgctttcccagggagtga) and the Probe
#21 of the Universal Probe Library (Roche, Mannheim, GmbH) using a 7900HT
Fast Real Time PCR System. The expression of the U6 small nucleolar RNA or of
18S was quantitatively normalized for miR or mRNA detection, respectively. The
relative expression levels between samples were calculated using the comparative
delta CT (threshold cycle number) method (2-DDCT) with a control sample as the
reference point [5].

3

Results and discussion

Using the presented pipeline we were able to identify 27 Type-2 interactions. No Type-0
or Type-1 have been identified. All results have been manually verified and the pipeline
has also been tested against very simple (and known) examples of each interaction type.
Thus, the fact that no Type-0 and Type-1 interactions were found has no biological
meaning: it only is the proof that, in the available database, there is no evidence of their
presence.
The 27 Type-2 interactions target 22 out of the 73 considered miR-214 potential
interacting proteins, which have been marked in green in Table 1. The full list of the 27
identified regulatory modules is shown in Table 2.
From our predictions, miR-214 influences two transcription factors: NFKB1 and
TP53 (average mirSVR = -0.4). Seven of the genes regulated by these two TFs were
identified as host genes for miRNAs targeting at least one of the 73 miR-214 modulated
proteins: APOLD1, BBC3, C11orf10, GDF15, NFATC2, SREBF2, and SVIL. The hosted
miRNAs are: hsa-mir-33a, hsa-mir-604, hsa-mir-611, hsa-mir-613, hsa-mir-3189, hsamir-3191, and hsa-mir-3194. The average mirSVR score is significantly low (average
mirSVR < -0.71). The high significance of the mirSVR scores, resulting from interactions between the intragenic miRNAs and their target proteins, is particularly evident
for TFAP2A, which outperforms the others with a mirSVR score of -1.3043.
In this work, as a preliminary experimental validation, we focused our attention on
the first 9 identified regulatory modules involving miR-214, NFKB1, SREBF2, miR33a and 9 of the 73 considered proteins (ALCAM, POSTN, TFAP2A, ADAM9, NCAM1,
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Table 2: The 27 Type-2 regulatory modules related to miR-214 as obtained by the pipeline after
data scraping. The set of final targets (surface protein in the table) is limited to the 73 genes listed
in Table 1. The first 9 modules have been experimentally validated.
miR_214

mirSVR

TF

miRNA_Host

Intragenic_miRNA

Surface Protein

mirSVR

miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214
miR-214

-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.4056
-0.3966
-0.3966
-0.3966
-0.3966
-0.3966

NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
NFKB1
TP53
TP53
TP53
TP53
TP53

SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SREBF2
SVIL
SVIL
C11orf10
C11orf10
APOLD1
APOLD1
APOLD1
APOLD1
APOLD1
APOLD1
APOLD1
NFATC2
NFATC2
GDF15
GDF15
GDF15
GDF15
BBC3

hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-33a
hsa-mir-604
hsa-mir-604
hsa-mir-611
hsa-mir-611
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-613
hsa-mir-3194
hsa-mir-3194
hsa-mir-3189
hsa-mir-3189
hsa-mir-3189
hsa-mir-3189
hsa-mir-3191

ALCAM
POSTN
TFAP2A
ADAM9
NCAM1
SEMA3A
PVRL2
JAG1
EGFR
MMP2
CEACAM5
THY1
NCAM1
MET
ALCAM
TIMP3
CEACAM1
BMPR1B
TFAP2C
JAG1
CD99
CD40
JAM3
PVRL2
HBEGF
LRP6
HBEGF

-0.504
-0.9944
-1.3043
-0.8819
-1.1293
-1.0884
-0.3633
-0.7951
-0.5771
-0.5526
-0.6373
-0.3774
-0.4402
-0.8579
-0.5254
-0.582
-0.9242
-0.7156
-0.6921
-0.4012
-0.8366
-0.7136
-0.8858
-0.5146
-0.3806
-0.6945
-0.8502

SEMA3A, PVRL2, JAG1 and EGFR1). We evaluated miR-33a and SREBPF2 expression
levels following miR-214 over expression in MA-2 melanoma cells and we observed a
decrease in miR-33a and SREBF2 expression as shown in Figure 3.
The observed co-regulation of miR-33a and SREBPF2 is in agreement with literature data published in [17], thus supporting our computational predictions. The downregulation of miR-33a following miR-214 over expression could contribute to miR-214mediated cell invasion, in fact it has been demonstrated that an enforced expression of
miR-33a inhibits the motility of lung cancer cells [22].
This regulatory module resulted to be very interesting also because SREBPF2 and
miR-33a act in concert to control cholesterol homeostasis [17]. In fact, SREBPF2 controls the expression of many cholesterogenic and lipogenic genes, such as low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) receptor, 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl coenzyme A reductase, and
fatty acid synthase. Instead, miR-33a targets the adenosine triphosphate-binding cassette A1 (ABCA1) cholesterol transporter, a key mediator of intracellular cholesterol efflux from liver to apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I) to obtain high-density lipoprotein (HDL).
Considering that the lipogenic pathway is a metabolic hallmark of cancer cells, these
preliminary data suggest a potential role of miR-214 in this aspect of cancer formation
and progression. Our hypothesis is further supported by experimental results ([20]),
obtained from microarray analysis in a context of miR-214 over expression.
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Fig. 3: miR-33a, and SREBPF2 expression modulations. (A) miR-33a expression levels tested
by qRT-PCR in the MA-2 melanoma cell line following transfection with miR-214 precursors or
their negative controls (pre-miR-214 or control). (B) SREBPF2 mRNA expression levels were
evaluated in MA-2 cells by Real Time PCR analysis 72h following transient transfection with
miR-214 precursors or their negative controls (pre-miR-214 or control). Results are shown as
fold changes (meanSD of triplicates) relative to controls, normalized on U6 RNA level and 18S,
respectively. All experiments performed in our work were tested for miR-214 modulations; representative results are shown here.

We applied an Ingenuity Functional Analysis in order to look for molecular and
cellular functions associations within the almost 500 differentially expressed genes detected by microarray analysis comparing cells over expressing miR-214 versus controls.
The Ingenuity Pathways Knowledge Base (http://www.ingenuity.com/) is currently the
world largest database of knowledge on biological networks, with annotations performed by experts. The significance value obtained with the Functional Analysis for
a dataset is a measure of the likelihood that the association between a set of Functional
Analysis molecules in our experiment and a given process or pathway is due to random
chance. The p-value is calculated using the right-tailed Fisher Exact Test and it considers both the number of functional analysis molecules that participate in that function
and the total number of molecules that are known to be associated with that function in
the Ingenuity Knowledge Base. In our case, the most significant functions associated to
our dataset resulted to be Cellular Assembly and Organization (7.08E-04 ÷ 3.95E-02,
25 molecules) and Lipid Metabolism (9.54E-04 ÷ 4.23E-02, 18 molecules).

4

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a computational pipeline created for investigating possible
regulatory pathways between a miRNA and a set of target genes.
The pipeline identified 27 putative regulatory pathways that link together miR214 and a set of 73 proteins already annotated as co-regulated with the miRNA in
melanomas. A preliminary experimental validation performed on 9 out of the 27 pathways provided interesting insights about the regulatory mechanisms involving miR-
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214 in the considered disease. The analysis suggests the involvement of miR-214 in
metabolic pathways that could control metastatization. Moreover, the study highlights
the relevance of specific miR-214 modulated genes, such as ALCAM, HBEGF, JAG1,
NCAM1, and PVRL2, which correspond to surface proteins redundantly regulated by
multiple pathways. Further laboratory experiments are under way to complete the validations of the full set of identified regulatory modules. Nevertheless, the preliminary
results presented in this work already represent a significant achievement that seems to
confirm the overall quality of the predictions obtained with the proposed computational
approach.
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